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GOALS

• Tell You About Agile – 5000 Ft 
View

• Talk Briefly About How You As a 
Programmer Fit Into Agile

• Prepare You For The Next 
Session 



Application Development Mgr - Richland County
Programmer, BA, Development Manager going 

on 45 years

AGILE participant for 7+ years

Received PMI-ACP certification in October 2011

13 Years in the Government or Higher Education 
arena

31 years as a technologist in the Banking arena

Active in SC-GMIS since 2009



PMI-Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)

 The PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)® formally 
recognizes your knowledge of agile principles and your skill with 
agile techniques. It will make you shine even brighter to your 
employers, stakeholders and peers.

 The PMI-ACP® is our fastest growing certification, and it’s no 
wonder. Organizations that are highly agile and responsive to 
market dynamics complete more of their projects successfully than 
their slower-moving counterparts — 75 percent versus 56 percent 
— as shown in our 2015 Pulse of the Profession® report.

 The PMI-ACP spans many approaches to agile such as Scrum, 
Kanban, Lean, extreme programming (XP) and test-driven 
development (TDD.) So it will increase your versatility, wherever 
your projects may take you.



Prerequisites

 2,000 hours of general project experience working on teams. A 
current PMP® or PgMP® will satisfy this requirement but is not 
required to apply for the PMI-ACP.

 1,500 hours working on agile project teams or with agile 
methodologies. This requirement is in addition to the 2,000 
hours of general project experience.

 21 contact hours of training in agile practices.



 The process of bringing a project to fruition in as effective a manner as 
possible.

 A set of tools and techniques to describe, organize, and monitor the 
work of project activities

 The practice of bringing visibility to the project

 The art of ‘herding cats’  (Programmers)

 Project managers are responsible for carrying out these activities



 Project Management involves a wide variety of skills:
 General management

 Leadership

 Coaching

 Technical

 Every project must work within ‘triple constraints”
 Budget

 Time

 Scope









 A philosophy about software development

 A collection of processes and practices that uphold that philosophy

 A grassroots movement to change software development

 To be agile you need to be flexible



 Expected Results from Agile
 Manage rapidly changing priorities

 Increase Productivity

 Enhance Quality

 Accelerate Time-to-Market

 The goal is to get to work not to think about working



 “Gartner predicts that agile development methods will be used on 
80 percent of all software development projects. 

 PMI’s research shows the use of agile tripled from December 2008 
to May 2011.”

 By 2016, innovation accomplishments will be among the top three 
selection criteria for new CIOs

 By 2015, tools and automation will eliminate 25% of labor hours 
associated with IT services

 By 2014, 90% of organizations will support corporate applications 
on personal devices

 By 2013, 80% of businesses will support a workforce using tablets

 By 2015, 10% of your online “friends” will be nonhuman



THREE NON-NEGOTIABLES ABOUT AGILE

Iterative Development

Reflective Improvement

Close Communication



THREE PRINCIPLES – AGILE MANIFESTO
WWW.AGILEMANIFESTO.ORG
• Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer

through early and continuous delivery
of valuable software.

• Deliver working software frequently, from a 
couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a 
preference to the shorter timescale. 

• The most efficient and effective method of 
conveying information to and within a development team is 
face-to-face conversation. 



Trust

Conflict

Commitment

Accountability

Results



 Chicken and the Pig



 The team organizer and conscience

 Facilitates daily stand up meetings and planning meetings

 Responsible for project communication (Taskboards, Burndown Charts, 
Release & Iteration Plans, etc)

 Responsible for removing barriers that hinder the team productivity

 The Coach is a liaison insulating the team from outside disruption



 Learn to be an active listener

 Learn to be a communicator

 Be “emotionally intelligent”

 Encourage collaboration

 Always be on the look out for pain points and help resolve them

 Practice negotiation skills

 Be ready for conflict resolution

 Be an adaptive and servant Developer



 Forums for communication
 Daily Standup/Scrum

 Iteration Planning

 Iteration Review

 Retrospectives

 Taskboards



 Start as a team, finish as a team

 Empowerment
 Decision making pushed down to lowest level

 Come Together
 Do you have a team space for collocation?

 If not, what are the alternatives?

 Osmotic communication

 Open and Honest Communication

 Inspect and Adapt
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 What makes a ‘good enough’ project charter? Agile projects have a strong 
emphasis on people over process and verbal rather than paper communication. 
In contrast, many formalized methodologies require heavyweight project 
chartering/initiation documents that have to be completed in order to gain 
funding and approval to proceed with work. Given this potential conflict, what 
should an Agile project charter contain? A useful project charter contains three 
key elements:

 VISION: The vision defines the ‘Why’ of the project. This is the higher 
purpose, or the reason for the project’s existence.

 MISSION: This is the ‘What’ of the project and it states what will be done in 
the project to achieve its higher purpose.

 SUCCESS CRITERIA: The success criteria are management tests that describe 
effects outside of the solution itself.



 In agile development, a feature is a large chunk of functionality that 
delivers business value. 

 Typically thought of or recognized as a “module”

 Contains many Epics or Stories

 Can be estimated through the use of Feature Points



 Estimates are just ESTIMATES

 Derived collaboratively by team

 Not an infinite scale
 Planning Poker Sequence 0,1/2,1,2,3,5,8,13,20,40,100

 Try to keep it small, feature/stories estimated too large are candidates 
for being split



 Relative Estimating
 Not time based (days, hours, weeks)

 Size

 Complexity

 Triangulate with other known factors

 Feature/Story Points
 Relative measure of

 Size 

 Complexity



 Use comparisons – feature/stories of similar size

 Affinity estimating – group stories of similar sizes and then assign 
points

 Triangulate – don’t compare to only one feature/story



 Scrum is an agile approach to software development. Rather than a full 
process or methodology, it is a framework. So instead of providing 
complete, detailed descriptions of how everything is to be done on the 
project, much is left up to the software development team. This is done 
because the team will know best how to solve the problem they are 
presented. Scrum relies on a self-organizing, cross-functional team.



 Daily Scrum

 Sprint

 Product Backlog

 Sprint Backlog

 Velocity

 Product Owner

 Scrum Master





 Brief, simple requirement statement from a user perspective
 As a <user role>, I want to <user requirement> so that <desired benefit>

 Acceptance criteria

 Documented and visible

 Independent
 Avoid dependencies with other stories whenever possible

 Able to deliver as a product increment independently

 Negotiable
 Stories are NOT a contract

 Too much detail up front gives the impression that more discussion is not 
necessary

 Create foundational stories if necessary (aka technical stories)



 Valuable
 Should show value to:

 Users

 Customers

 Stakeholders

 Estimable
 Enough detail to allow the team to estimate

 Challenges estimating if. . .

 Too big

 Insufficient information

 Lack of domain knowledge



 Sizable
 Small enough to be completed in a single iteration if possible

 Small for the near future

 Larger stories are okay further out (Epics)

 Testable
 Acceptance criteria stated in customer terms

 Automate whenever possible

 All team members should demand clear acceptance criteria



 The process of breaking down a user story is important because it helps 
me think about how I’m going to build the functionality. Many people 
disaggregate a user story into tasks and then estimate them (usually 
in ideal time ) because they’re smaller units of work and can be 
estimated with less inaccuracy. Then they total the task estimates to 
obtain a better indication of how long it will take to complete the user 
story.

http://www.think-box.co.uk/blog/2006/01/flow-ideal-time-and-e-factor.html


 There are two areas where user stories affect the planning process on 
agile projects:
 Scheduling

 Estimating



 The Sprint Planning Meeting is attended by the Product Owner, Scrum 
Master, and the entire Scrum Team. Outside stakeholders may attend 
by invitation of the team, although this is rare in most companies.

 During the sprint planning meeting the product owner describes the 
highest priority features to the team. The team asks enough questions 
that they can turn a high-level user story of the product backlog into 
the more detailed tasks of the sprint backlog.

 The product owner doesn't have to describe every item being tracked 
on the product backlog. A good guideline is for the product owner to 
come to the sprint planning meeting prepared to talk about two 
sprint's worth of product backlog items. 



 The sprint backlog is the list of tasks identified by the Scrum 
team during sprint planning. During sprint planning, the team selects 
some number of product backlog items, usually in the form of user 
stories, and identifies the tasks necessary to complete each user story. 
Most teams also estimate how many hours each task will take someone 
on the team to complete.

 It is critical that the team selects the items and size of the sprint 
backlog. Because they are the ones committing to completing the tasks 
they must be the ones to choose what they are committing to.



 Velocity is a term used in agile software development to illustrate the 
"rate of progress" for a team or a set of teams (i.e. a project/program).

The simplest way to define velocity is: the number or user stories a 
team/project can do in one sprint ("do" here means that it really is 
done and potentially ready to ship).

 Without the use of velocity you would not be able to draw your teams' 
burndown, as velocity is the slope of the burndown curve, i.e. how fast 
are you burning down the stories (or story points or hours) that you 
committed to for the ongoing sprint.











 Pairing involves having two programmers working at a single workstation. One 
programmer "drives," operating the keyboard, while the other "navigates," watching, 
learning, asking, talking, and making suggestions. In theory, the driver focuses on the 
code at hand: the syntax, semantics, and algorithm. The navigator focuses less on 
that, and more on a level of abstraction higher: the test they are trying to get to pass, 
the technical task to be delivered next, the time elapsed since all the tests were run, 
the time elapsed since the last repository commit, and the quality of the overall 
design. The theory is that pairing results in better designs, fewer bugs, and much 
better spread of knowledge across a development team, and therefore more 
functionality per unit time, measured over the long term.





 At the completion of an iteration or sprint, it's important to show a 
demonstration of what had been accomplished to stakeholders in order 
to provide a measure of progress and to elicit feedback. For many 
senior sponsors and extended team members the demos at the end of 
an iteration become important milestones in the project lifecycle to 
evaluate the health of a project. 



The primary audience for your demo is the project sponsor and they 
help the sponsor in several ways:

An opportunity to provide feedback using a working example of the 
system

An objective measurement of progress with progress being the 
provisioning of business value

A tangible way to reduce the Technical Debt of a project







On a Scrum project, the team tracks its progress 
against a release plan by updating a release 
burndown chart at the end of each sprint. The 
horizontal axis of the release burndown chart 
shows the sprints; the vertical axis shows the 
amount of work remaining at the start of each 
sprint. Work remaining can be shown in whatever 
unit the team prefers--story points, ideal days, 
team days, and so on.
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 A BurnUp chart graphs the progress of getting stories done over time. 
The X axis is time and the Y axis is accumulated story points completed 
during that time. For instance, if the team finishes a story with 3 points 
on Tuesday and a story with 5 points on Thursday, the chart for the 
week, showing Monday through Friday, would display 0 for Monday, 3 
for Tuesday and Wednesday and then 5 for Thursday and Friday. By 
using a longer time frame and drawing a line representing expected 
velocity, you can see how a team is progressing over time. If the 
number of story points accumulated is not matching the velocity, you 
know there is a problem and you can start asking questions such as 
“why aren’t any stories getting completed?”
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 A high level plan that provides a connection from the Roadmap to our 
Iterations

 Tells what can be done by what date

 Usually 3-6 months long

 Updated at the start of each iteration

 Provides visibility to how we deliver:
 Resources, Timing, Priority



 Agile retrospective helps the team examine what went well during the 
past sprint and identify the areas of improvement for the future sprints. 

 What is included in the retrospective?
 Review of work completed in the last iteration

 Outlining of personal issues and team issues

 Discussion on what worked well

 Agreement on what is to change

 Plan for implementing changes



Learning happens when there 
is a 50% chance that your first 
iteration is wrong



 A method for developing software products & processes with an 
emphasis on just-in-time delivery while not overloading the software 
developers. It emphasizes that developers pull work from a queue, and 
the process, from definition of a task to its delivery to the customer, is 
displayed for participants to see.



 Kanban development revolves around a visual board we use for 
managing work in progress. (Not surprising since Kanban means visual 
board).



WHAT WE LEARNED

 Non performers identified fast

 Stories must be right sized

 Some folks think they work better alone

 Some folks want to know everything before doing 
anything

 Some tasks too long – some too short

 Remote developers are difficult

 Managers become coaches

 Future stories can break prior stories



“There are three types of 
people in this world: people 
who make it happen, people 
who watch what happens, and 
people who wonder what 
happened.” – Tommy Lasorda




